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ABSTRACT 

Bibliometric research can provide  science  policy  makers  with indicators of the capacity 
of a country’s national scientific system to produce printed information. The capacity of 
a scientific system to  produce printed information, particularly periodical publications 
reflects the availability of local outlets for the dissemination of scientific findings. The 
availability, visibility and ease of access to outlets for the dissemination of scientific 
findings are factors of particular importance to science policy makers in developing 
countries  (DC).  These  factors can reduce the insularity of the scientific output of a  DC. 
The present research attempts to evaluate the level of bibliographic control, and the 
international visibility of the periodical publications of Latin American countries. A 
search  was  performed on the 1990 CD-ROM  version of THE SERIALS DIRECTORY, 
a  commercially  produced international reference  source on periodical publications. The 
periodical publication’s output per Latin American country with the addition of Spain 
and Portugal was  recorded. Publications were sorted thematically and indicators of 
bibliographic control, and of international visibility were  recorded.  Suggestions for the 
improvement of the international visibility and bibliographic  control of periodicals from 
DC are presented. 

RESUME 

Les  études  bibliométriques  sont  en  mesure  de  fournir aux décideurs  politiques 
des  indicateurs  sur la capacité  d’un  système  scientifique  national  àproduire  des 
informations  imprimées.  Cette  capacité,  et en  particulier  l’existence  de 
publications  périodiques,  reflète  I’existence  locale  de  moyens  de  dissémination 
des rëkultats  de la recherche. La facilité  d’accès, La disponibilité  et la visibilité de 
ces  moyens  de  dissémination  sont  des  facteurs  dkne  importance  particulière  pour 
les décideurs  politiques  dans les pays  en  développement (PED). Ces  facteurs 
peuvent  réduire  Pinsularité  de la production  scientifique  d’un PED. 
Le prëkent  travail a pour but d’évaluer le niveau  de  contrôle  bibliographique,  et la 
visibilité  internationale  de  publications  Périodiques  Latin0  AméÏicaines. Une 
recherche a été effectuée à partir de la version CD-ROM d’un  répertoire (THE 
SERIALS DIRECTOR Y), source  intemationale  de ~férence sur les publications 
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Bibliometric ramrch a n  provide  science policy malcers with  indicators of the 
mpeity ofa country to produce printed information.  Printed  information a n  take 

, joumds, conference proceedings and ”grey literature”. 
Each of these m lfills a specific role in the communication  of scientific 
results. The availability  of  publi n media indicates  the  level ofmaturity of the 
indigenow publishing indust infrastructure provides 
suficient local sutlets  for scienti findings about locally 
pmduced raearch. 

The traditional outkt for the dissemination of research  results in the sciences 
and social sciences is the scientific journal. However, its role as primary  element 
in the diffusion and exchange of scientific i d m  has been semsusly  contested in 
favour  of a peBpective that links  publication pmctices with the present  evaluation 
and reward systems of science (1). Indeed, since the evaluation of scienti 
work a n  be influence$ to some extent by the visibility and reputation  of 
jsumals in wfiich the work is published, the choice of highly visible, prestigisus 
scientif‘ic joumds as publication outleb has become a crucial dement in the ~ P W E  
of scientists (2). 

The choice of pubkation outlet affects not only the visibility and recognition 
of the work of a scientist as an individu& but dso plays a role in the visibility 
and recognition of the efforts of any country as a contributor to scientific 

The publishing infrastructure of any country plays a key role in 
and making available journals which publish the results of focal 

science. 
chanisms by which scientific journals become academicall 

rec visible and commercially viable ventures are worth considerin 
However, the role of the publishing industry as an intermediary in thhe 
dissemination and visibility of scientific journals hm not so far been presently 
resarched in the area of scientometries (3). 

The present  paper  examines thhe effect of the publisher in the visibility of the 
periodical  publications  of a group of developing  countries, DC in Iberoamedca. 
The concepts of international visibility, bibliogmphic eontrol and aeademic 
recognition shall be discussed from the viewpoint of a mature publishing 
infrastructure in the first section of this  paper. This viewpoint  shall be contmted 
to the problems of publishing in developing countries in section 1.3. The 
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database selected for the study shall be  described in the second section. The 
methodology for sample  selection is presented in the third section, the results are 
presented in the fourth  section, and finally a discussion of the findings and their 
implications to future research in bibliographic control is presented in the last 
section. 

1.1.  VISIBILITY OF PEIUODICAL PUBLICATIONS 

The concept of visibility implies the state or fact of being visible. For the 
purposes  of  this  research  a  periodical  publication  becomes  "visible"  the  moment it 
can be uniquely  identified  and  obtained by its  potential  readers. 

The visibility of scientific journals can be seen as the result  of a composite 
process involving objective and subjective elements. A traceable bibliographic 
record per scientific journal constitutes  a  countable  item  which can be used  to  pro- 
duce bibliographies. In turn, the bibliographies  can be analyzed to picture the 
publication  structure of individual  scientists or the total  yearly  publication  output 
of a research group or field. In as much as  the bibliographic records are 
countable,  they  present an objective  picture  of  research  output. 

The subjective element involves the  evaluation of the intrinsic value of the 
information  published  in the journal.  This  academic  recognition is usually  related 
to  the existence of an internationally recognized editorial  board, and an 
enforceable peer review  processes.  Both  objective and subjective elements  shall 
be further  examined in the  next  two  sections. 

1.2. BIBLIOGRAPHIC PRODUCTION AND CONTROL 

The bibliographic  production of periodical  publications  of a country has been 
related  to the number  of  items  listed  in  periodically  updated  reference  sources (4). 
Bibliographic control  over serials is achieved in the sense  that every item in the 
national  bibliographic  production  satisfies  the  following  criteria: 

- every  item is uniquely  described 
- every  item  can be  traced back by 

- every  item  can  be  easily  obtained 
its publisher 

The unique description  of a journal deals with the normalized application of 
standard bibliographic elements to produce  a  standard bibliographic record that 
will  facilitate  its physical description and its access. Examples of such 
bibliographic elements  are:  the title of  a journal, its ISSN  number, its country of 
publication, its frequency,  its publisher etc.  These elements have been 
traditionally used by libraries to  produce  cataloguing  cards.  These  elements also 
have been used by commercial database producers  to produce computer 
searchable automated cataloguing records which can be accessed on-line. In 
either case the purpose of the bibliographic record is the same, to accurately 
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describe the doeument in question, and to provide the  information  necessary for 
the wer to access the document. 

A traceable bibliogmphic control record therefore implies that the publication 
must have the elements that insure its unique identification, both for descriptive 
purposes (libmry catalogues), and for acquisition puqsses (wbscriptions by 
institutions or individuals). hblishers wuallly insure at publication time that the 
publication9s name, editor, publisher, publisher's address, ISSM and country of 
publication appar. Subseyently, the title is uniyely identifie$ md a n  be liste$ 
in national and international reference sources csmpiled either by national 
libmries or commercial institutions. 

The ease of availability of a document is thherefsre relate$ to having its 
bibliographie record listed in a frequently updated referenee source, and to its 
subsequent mention in printed or on-line v e ~ ~ i s m  of major Iibmry catalogues and 
secondag publication data bases. The existence of major bibliographie reference 
sources such as the National Union Catalogue, the OCLC cataloguin 
the mtalogues  of The British Eibmry dlow for virtually any  document produced 
in industrially developed countries to be obtained  with relative esse. 

The academic recognition of a periodkal publication often reflects a subtle 
intemction between the communication needs of the scientific community, the 
amdemie motivation of the editor and its editorial board, and the economie 
motivation  of its publisher. Idmlly, d l  of these motivations  coincide ts produce a 
journal that prints academically sound information, that is accepted and 
recognized by the scientific community it serves9 and that is a commercial wc- 

Since the acadcmie recognition of a journal is a complew mechanism that 
involves at lmt the constant interaction ofthree different groups ofpeople with 
different  motivations, it is important ts understand the mechanisms lading to a I 

successful  publication both fnsm an aademic md an economic perspective. In an 
academic perspective a journal is the result of the  choices of scientists avho wish 
to eommunicate their resmrch results and to shke a clairn of hein contribution ts 
knowledge by submitting manuscripts for re iew to the editorid board of a 
journal. The members of the editorial board, scientists themselves, a d  as 
regdators of self-imposed resarch standards in the academic community, and 
make sure that manuscripts get assessed accordin to the d e s  of the eommunity. 
The scientist and the members of the editorial board are both members of the 
scientific community at large and their aims for publishing are presumably non- 
commercial. 

The publisher on the other hand, is usually a financial hvestor. Publishing 
scientific litemture is seen as a business enterpdse where an adequate return  for 
the original investment is sought. Since an economic return is expected and an 

cess. r 
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investment is at stake, publishers often coordinate and orchestrate the different 
actors involved in the  establishment of a journal in order to  ensure as much as 
possible its financial  success. Major science  publishers aim to produce quality 
journals  from an academic and a production  and  distribution  perspective. 

Major science publishers recognize that quality journals are the result of 
several  factors: 

- the  need by the  scientific  community for a new  journal 
- a  good  editorial  board 
- a  solid  production  infrastructure 
- sound  marketing  principles 

Considerable research efforts  are  spent by science  publishers  on  the 
identification of suitable areas for the launching of a scientific journal (5).  The 
research may include the analysis of the yearly number of conferences on 
research-front  topics, the number of  academic  societies per topic, and in many 
cases, the number of yearly  post-graduates in the  discipline. Ideally, the journal 
has to  attract  at least 1 years’  Worth of manuscripts prior to the publication of the 
first issue (6) and can continue to attract  a  substantial  number of manuscripts to 
maintain  its  publication  schedule. 

A  respectable academic record is achieved by a  knowledgeable impartial 
editorial  board  to  examine  the  academic  content  of  submitted  manuscripts. In fact, 
major  efforts are spent by publishers in locating  potential  editorial  board  members 
that can guarantee academic quality and that can attract by  virtue of their 
reputation  sufficient  manuscripts to keep the journal viable as an academic and a 
commercial  venture. 

A solid  production  infrastructure is particularly  important in the initial stages 
where the attractiveness and printing quality of the journal will be judged. 
Although the quality of the information  in  the journal is the paramount  factor to 
subscribers,  considemtion is given  by  the  publisher  to  deliver  the  information in a 
durable,  attractive  package. Issues such as the printing quality,  the  accurateness 
of the delivety of the journal, the  timeliness  of its printing,  and the quality  of the 
paper  give  the  periodical  an  attractive  image.  Sophisticated  science  publishers are 
aware of these  considerations and therefore make  financial investments in  the 
technical  equipment  necessary  to  produce  quality  printing. 

Finally,  circulation  forecasting  figures  based on readership  levels  derived  from 
market  research are drawn by publishers  wishing  to  asses the prospective rate of 
return on their investment. These figures complement feasibility plans with 
detailed costs of managing, producing, editing,  printing,  distributing  and 
marketing  the  journal. The feasibility  plans are important  because  publishers are 
usually  aware  that  on  average a possible  return  on  their  investment  will  not  occur 
before  the  journal  reaches five years (7). 



The picture describeel in the preceding two sections i5 dmtimlfy different, 
however, in most DC where sources of bibliogmphic control are genemlly non- 
existent or exist only in legislatinse f o m  with depository libraakes lackin 
Fe to maintain up-to-date catalo es of the country’s bibliographie 
Pr (8). 

es of bibliogmphic  production are therefore baed on counts of items 
listed in printers’ cataloggues or publiahers’ lists. The * of this method 
is tRat the estimate will be as reliable as the lists are 
updated. Some fom of biblio raphic control and 5 
aehievved by word of mouth, or  by  developing personal knowledge of the 
particulamties of a libmry collection compmdwith otRer collections, hoxvever 
this fom of control is Ri y hdividualked and amot be assessecl md m 
to produce a picture of the  degree of control the country h a  overits &Misgraphie 
prsduction. 

Librarians have long aimed to achieve bibliographic control of their 
collections, particuladgr with the advent of automated retrieval  bases and the 
possibilities of interchanging  machine  readable  records of holdin 
Bibliographie  control of serials is a complex issue because the publishin 
of serials is a very dynamic one.  Peakodical publications em 
eollega become institutionalked; the seope ofa journal may 

of membership of the  editorial boards; titles die; Mes me 
Librarians are increasimgly maklng use of commereially produced reference 

sources of bibliogmphic information to keep them abreast of the bibliographie 
changes in the wodd of seriah. One such reference source is THLE SEEPIAES 
DIRFiCTORY  produced by EBSCO. 

EBSCO, as a multinational subseription ent is an intemediate between 
editors and publiskers of serials, and libraries. %t confronts problems of 
bibliographie csntrol of a much greates magnitude tRan most libraries since it 
aims to provide m y  1ibm-y in the world with any serial publication in existence 
regardles of its country of publication. 

In order to serve its clients EBSCO maintains am on-line databasse called 
EBSCOMET that records biblisgraphic and grice information on over 306,000 
titles. As a large database, EBSCONET experiences an average of 16,000 
changes per month (9). The composition of the database is international and it 
refleets to a certain extent  the acquisition policies of EBSCQ’s clients. Any 
EBSCO client worldwide c m  access the database through  telecommunication 
networks such as Tymnet and Alanet. A subproduct of EBSCONET has been 
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made commercially available  in  CD-ROM  and  book  format since 1986 as THE 
SERTALS  DIRECTORY. 

This reference source is now in its 5th  edition and comprises information on 
over 150,000 titles produced by 51,000 publishers worldwide. This involves 
amongst other things the yearly mailing of over 200,000 questionnaires in 5 
languages to publishers and editors  of  serials  worldwide. 

In addition to  the  mailing to editors  and  publishers, THE SERIALS 
DIRECTORY incorporates bibliographic information from the CONSER 
Snapshot, Library of Congres, including  the MARC-S and  the  unauthenticated 
CONSER  Updates. 

THE SERIALS DIRECTORY is therefore built from three sources, the 
EBSCONET database provides current subscription information such as the 
frequency of a title, its price, the name  of its publishers and  its address and 
telephone number. The mailings to the publishers are used to  verify  and 
corrobomte the accuracy of  the  subscription information as well as to furnish 
additional  information  regarding  the  scope  of  the journal, its acceptance of book 
reviews  and advertising, its circulation figures,  and a descriptive listing of the 
publication. Finally the  CONSER  records  provide the bibliographic  information 
concerning the title  statement,  the  key  title,  the  dates  of  publication,  the ISSN, the 
country of publication, the  language(s),  index  and  cumulative index availability, 
and  several  other  bibliographic  elements (10). 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this research  was  to  examine  the visibility of Iberoamerican 
serials in THE SERIALS DIRECTORY through indicators of bibliographic 
control.  A  computerized  search of the  database  was  performed on the CD-ROM 
disc corresponding to  Summer  1990.  Iberoamerican publications were selected 
using  their  corresponding  country  codes (1 1).  The  search  yielded  a  total  of 5 , 167 
publications. Spanish and  Portuguese publications were included in the search 
and merged into  the initial result list. This decision was taken  because  of the 
major cultural influence  of  both  countries  in  Latin  America  and  the similarity of 
problems  faced  by  the  publishing  sectors  of al1 countries  involved. 

The  5 , 167  publications  were  then  grouped  into 7 thematic  categories. The 
categories were based on the  list  of  Subject  Headings  provided  in  THE  SERIALS 
DIRECTORY. The results  of  each  individual  search  merged  into 7 large  thematic 
categories  listed in Table 1. 

It was not possible to include the remaining 1798 periodicals as they fell 
outside  the  7  categories  contemplated. 
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As a comparison  point a search on the periodieal production oftRe rest of the 
world was performed on the same subject categsries as those studied in 
Iberameka. The results are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Geographic ans thematic  distribution ofpkodimls publications 

the worlds production (16%) contrats to tRat of berorneda ($96). 

In order to examine the visibility of periodical  publications it was necessary to 
ddect bibliogmphic  elements that would emure that a publication  could be easily 
identified and  bought in its country  of origin, as wdl as abrsad. An exmination 
of the standard descriptive entries for a periodical publication in The Serials 
Directory  revealed  up to 24 items of  information, listed in Table 3. The elements 
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marked with an  asterisk  were  those  selected  for  their  influence on the visibility of 
a journal. Although strictly speaking the title is one of the most important 
bibliographic element  in a publication this element  was ignored in  the present 
study because very little  visibility  can be derived  from  the  title of a periodical. 

The ISSN was selected as a visibility indicator on the understanding that the 
ISSN allows for  a  publication to be uniquely identified  and  makes it more easily 
traced back to its publisher. ISSN numbers are assigned under the auspices of 
the ISDS network.  The International Serials Database System, ISDS network 
was formed in 197 1 by the  United  Nations. It operates in France and is divided 
into member countries  that work from  national  centres.  Each national centre is 
responsible for assigning an ISSN to each serial published in its country while 
adhering to the ISDS standards. 

Table 3. Standard  description. Serials Directory 

The Language  field was selected as an indicator  because  multilingual journals, 
or publications  that  systematically  include  abstracts in English, or other  languages 
have more probabilities  of being incorporated into major  secondary  publications 
and databases. Similarly, the existence of an Index either by Author, Title or 
Subject simplifies the retrieval  of the articles within the journals. This  in turn 
facilitates the journal's  entry into major international indexing and abstracting 
services. The IndedAbstract field was selected because once a publication is 
selected to be systematically  perused for indexing  and  abstracting  purposes by an 
international abstracting service its eventual visibility and  possible commercial 
success is ensured. 

The Editor field  was  selected since the editor is responsible for the academic 
integrity of  the  journal.  The  existence  of  an  editor  generally  implies the existence 
of an editorial board  and  of a peer  review  process. Al1 of the above constitute 
requirements  ensuring  the  academic  quality of the  publication,  and  preconditions 
to the insertion of the journal into to an abstracting service. The Description of 
Scope was selected because it provides a small section in which the editor 
describes the scope and general  contents  of  the  journal. 
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The Publishker field kvas selected beawe it was felt that its sole was crucial to 
the sumiva1, commercial success and eventual visibility of any periodical 
publication. Similarly, the Circulation field was sdected because it might be an 
indiator of the commercial succes of the periodial and of its ultimate  viisibility. 

The analpis of the data pertainin to the availability of bibli 
the pemodieal  publications of DC gives evidence of a very loose level of biblio- 
graphie control. Sndeed, the data pertaining to the number of journalils that listed 
an ISSN number (Table 4) show that only 45% (124) of the 277 joumals 
smdied, listed thhis most important item of bibliographie identification and 
eontrol. Similarly, only 11% (30) of the journalls  reported the prrinting of a 
periodic index,  (Table 51, thus making the  retrieval of a particular article mithhin 
the journal an extremdy cumbepsome proeess. 

The academic quality of the journals was also in doubt since only 28% of the 
joumals (55)  listed an editor or an editorial board  (Table 6).  The absence of an 
editor raponsible for the academic integrity of the journal as an enforcer of 
editorial pmctiees, and an overseer of the peer review proeess reveals a major 
shorteoming of the publisher. It is possible that there is indeed a person 
responsible for these important academic activities, and it was simply not 
reported by the publisher. Nonetheless the frequent omission of a named editor 
is disturbbing. 

Similarly, only 22% (61) of the joumals presented a description of scope 
(Table 7). This data  is consistent with the data presented in  the preceding table in 
which very few editors were listed, since the description of seope field is the 
place where the editors OP the cditorhl board, describe the aims of the journal as 
we4l as its scope. 

Table Cl. Distribution of Soumals with ISSN 

Table 5. Distribution ofjournals with an  index 
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Table 6. Distribution  of  Journals  with  listed  editors 

Subject 

100  277  48  38 39  43  46 63 Total 
80 222 37  26 30  36 41 52 No 
20 55 11 12 9 7 5 11 YeS 
% Total Agric. Med. Gen. Eng. Sci. Arts 

Table 7. Distribution  of  journals  with a description of scope 

Subject 

100 277  48 38  39 43  46  63 Total 
78 216  36  26 26 35 40 53 No 
22  61  12  12 13 8 6 10 YeS 
% Total Agric. Med. Gen. Eng. Sci .  Arts 

A  breakdown into three categories was  performed on the Publishers field in 
order to have a clearer picture of the bodies  responsible for the production of 
periodical publications in Iberoamerica.  The  breakdown is presented in Table 8 
where the major publisher of periodical publications was the academic sector, 
comprising 34%  (95) of the journals in the  sample. As a whole the distribution of 
publisher  types is quite even, with commercial  publisher providing 32% (89) of 
the journals. 

Table 8 . Publishers  type per subject  category 

*Legend - Publisher  Type*.  A = Academic  Publishers; G = Governmental 
Publishers; C = Commercial  Publishers; N.A.= Non Available 

An analysis of the  data  pertaining  to  the  availability  of  multilingual  periodicals 
produced in DC shows that only 20%  (56) of  the journals are either published in 
more than  1 language or with abstracts in more  than 1 language (Table 9). This 
seems to  suggest  that  the  publishers  aim  towards  a local readership, or towards 
an  almost  exclusively  Spanish-speaking  audience. 

The  circulation  data  presented in Table 10 shows  that  circulation  data  was  only 
available  for a quarter  of the data.  This  suggests  that  publishers did not  want  to 
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have their circulation data disclosed. For the amilable data only 8% (23) of the 
journals achieve a circulation figure between 1600-2999. The breakdown  figure 
is ahittedly arbitmy, but it does show that the radership is not  extensive. 

Consistent with the data that suggest only local readership levels, only 26% 
(84) of the publications are systematially gemed and indexed by international 
seconelary pub%icatisns (Table 11). The data agrees quite weP1 with the data 
presented in  Table 9 where 86% of the joumals were published in only 1 

age. Due to the fact that most major international indexing and abstmcting 
services are English language base$, the publication of only Spanish langu 
abstmcts seksusly affects the inclusion of PberoamePim publications into these 
services. 

Table 1 B. Number ofjoumals rretrieved by indexing/ abstmcting sewic 
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In order to examine the role  of the publisher in the production of journals, 
four of the visibility indices  studied in the preceding  section were compared with 
the respective  type of publisher.  The  results are presented in Table  12. 

Table 12.  Indicator  vs.  publisher  type 

Pub. Type 

68 64 68 35 No ISSN 
100  89  94 83 No Index 
88 85 87 67 1 h g u a g e  

100  74  94 71 No Editor 
% % % % Indicator 

N.A. Commercial  Government  Academic 

Academic publishers constitute the largest publisher type in the sample 
studied, although admittedly the  distribution  of journals amongst publisher type 
is quite even.  Academic  publishers are responsible for 34% (95) of the journals 
studied, see Table 8. However, 7 1%  of  those  editors  printed  periodicals without 
a  named  editor.  Likewise, 83% of the academic editors printed journals without 
an index at the end  of the volume.  Commercial  publishers are the second largest 
publisher type. They are responsible for 32% (89) of the journals studied, see 
Table 8. In this case 74% of the  publications were produced  without editor and 
89% without an index. Governmental publishers produced 25% (68) of the 
journals  in  the sample. However, 94%  of their publications were without an 
editor, and without  an  index. 

In the case  of  the  introduction  of  ISSN  numbers, the community of academic 
publishers fared the best, only allowing 35% of its production to be without an 
ISSN. However commercial and governmental  publishers  allowed over 60% of 
their production to be without the ISSN in  spite  of considerable efforts to 
improve the bibliographic control of DC through the International Serials 
Database  System, ISDS. 

The conclusions  derived  from  the  data  presented in this  section are somewhat 
limited  because  comparable  data on the  bibliographic  control  of  publications  from 
industrially  developed  countries  was  not  obtained  due  to  financial  constmints. 

5 .  DISCUSSION 

Journals with high visibility are seemingly published in countries where the 
scientific and publishing infrastructure is mature (12). The visibility  and 
international recognition  of  these  publications is the result  of  numerous factors 
such as a stringent editorial practice, the visibility and internationality of their 
editorial board, the commercial sawy of the publisher and the application of 
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publishjng standards that facilitate  an a d e p t e  bibli c retrieml md con&sl 
of the journal. 

On the bais  of the data analyzed in the preceding section, the publication 
infrastructure of the Iberoameicm countries studied is stiill in a devdopmental 

s issue8 from this infrastructure do not present the minimum 
hic control necessary to be uniquely identified, read, and 
ntemational audience. Periodid publications isued from 

such an infmtaueture are condemned to a ghost-like existence, and the scientists ,. 

that publish in them are condemed by implication to have their research raults 
. Both of these factors have e implications from a science 

ublishing infmtfucture meam th& the= are relatively no valid 
nities available  locally.  In this case, science psliey planners 

a n  decide to favour either a national or an international publication stmtegy for 
th& scientists. Both apprmches have advmtages and dimdvantages. 

An approach that favsurs only international publications irnplies that 
resarchers will not be  induced to publish lscally. sts must  publish abroad 
and adhere to international reviewing and pub1 standards. To publish 
abroad entails a number of choices by scientists in DC as to the types of 
problems to be researched, the methodologies to be employed, and the type of 
outlet in which to present the results (14). These choiees have signifiant 
repercusions on the seientist’s carecr, and the type of rewards offered by the 
peer csmmunity. Therefore there may be some confliet  between the interests of 
individual scientists m d  those of DC. To choose to  participate in ”front-line” 
science will almost inevitably mean the adoption of scientific problems suited to 
the prevailing problems and conditions of developed  nations. These mi& not 
suit the scientifle  and  techmologicd needs of developing eountris. 

science poliey concerning publication of reaearch  results favouring national 
publications, coupled with increasing interaction and participation of DC in 
international congresses. The implementation of such a strategy would allow l 

local publications to establish and develop a local scientifle press with 
progressively more sophistieated  editorial and refereein pmctices. Local joumah 
would p an indigenous readewhip base compssed of researehers and %tu- 
dents. publishing and editorial standards improved such a policy would 

1. 

On the other hmd, tis and Chatelin ( 15) argue in favour of an integwted 1 

alplow scientists and joumals fssrn DC to become more  visible intemationally. 

The development of a local  publishing  infrastructure is a long-term 
investment. Science pslicy makers can decide to favour financially those 
publishers  that  incorporate the bibliographie control  elements  recommended by 
the ISDS, and  necessary for the unique identifieatisn of  their journals. Training 
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schemes  with  successful  science  publishers  can be arranged, and  promotional 
activities of specific journals vis a vis major indexing and abstracting services can 
be done. 

Certain policies, such as the refusal of mailing privileges at advantageous rates 
could  be  implemented  to  discourage  publishers  that do  not  adhere to ISDS 
norms. However, a commitment towards bibliographic control  takes  more  than 
mere adherence to ISDS norms for political impact. 

The participation of a country  in international bibliographic networks like  the 
ISDS, working  towards  the  common  goal  of  universal  bibliographic  control 
means an  array of hidden  costs not always  fully realized at  the outset of  the 
cooperation agreement. More  often than not the  agreement is done  for  political 
reasons without adequate financial and man-power support  for  full participation. 
Science  policy  makers  have to realize that a strong  publishing  infrastructure 
producing  timely  documents  such as scientific  periodicals,  directories of 
scientists,  scientific  societies, and research  institutions is vital  in DC. A 
consequence of a lack  of referencehnformation  sources is a diffuse and often 
imprecise picture of  the scientific system. Science policy makers shall continue to 
make decisions in situations of extreme uncertainty, until adequate information to 
facilitate decision making about the scientific system becomes available. 
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